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SUPERIOR QUALITY AT LOWER PRICES

For more than 10 years, the Yanchi production facility has been a leader in China’s manufacturing modernization. Combining the best in 

materials and manufacturing processes, Yanchi excels in modern bamboo flooring production. Equipped with the latest in bamboo flooring 

technology and staffed with highly skilled artisans, the Yanchi production facility is one of China’s largest and most experienced manufac-

turers of bamboo flooring. Yanchi’s manufacturing processes meet and exceed rigorous international production standards, and Yanchi is 

proud to provide this quality assurance: 

By sourcing bamboo flooring directly from our factory, Yanchi customers obtain quality products at unbelievably low prices. We are confi-

dent that you will not be able to match Yanchi’s quality and price anywhere else. 

Yanchi’s Superior Features  

Yanchi makes a beautiful bamboo floor. Yanchi’s careful craftsmanship and attention to detail in the production of its panels enhance the 

unique grain and distinctive coloring of natural bamboo flooring. 

Yanchi installs just like traditional flooring, Yanchi’s tongue-and-groove panels form a precision fit and stable surface. 

Yanchi bamboo flooring lasts a lifetime. Yanchi’s superior lamination process produces the most lasting and durable bamboo flooring 

structure available.

Environmental Protection  

Bamboo flooring is friendly to the environment. As bamboo is actually a species of grass, it renews itself very quickly, growing to a mature 

size of 80 feet in only 5 to 6 years. 

Yanchi bamboo flooring is selected for its full maturity when the stalk has formed its hardest surface. 

Yanchi bamboo is harvested only from government-approved areas in the South of China, where care is taken to ensure that plants are 

renewed and ecological balance maintained. 

No Yanchi bamboo comes from the government-protected habitat of the Giant Panda, which grazes on an entirely different bamboo spe-

cies in a separate mountain region. 

E1 Emission Safe  

Yanchi bamboo flooring is a product for healthy homes. Yanchi flooring complies with the stringent European E1 Standard for safe levels 

of formaldehyde emissions. 

ISO Manufacturing Standard  

Yanchi is proud that its production of bamboo flooring has been certified with the ISO9002 Quality Assurance Standard. 


